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What is
Sludge in the
Economy?
Sunstein (2020) defines sludge as:
Excessive or unjustified frictions that makes
it difficult for people to get what they want
or to do as they wish to do.
Frictions that make processes difficult to
navigate, such as paperwork burdens that
cost time and money, and which may end
up frustrating people by depriving them
of access to goods, opportunities, and
services.
Much sludge consists of work not required at all
(permissions etc.), duplicative paperwork and
wait-time – waiting in a queue or waiting for a
public official to decide.

Why Sludge
matters?

Sludge impedes decision making by
making it more difficult for people to
navigate through their everyday lives.
It imposes costs upon the economy
in terms of waste of resources, and
the opportunity costs incurred. This
discourages
investments,
lowers
productivity and therefore constrains GDP
growth.
It can be used to seek rents, which again
constrains economy activity and GDP
growth.
It imposes psychological costs as well
in the form of frustration, humility, and
stigma.

Examples of sludge include; seeking
permissions absence of which affects no
one, waiting for approvals (bureaucratic red
tape), waiting in queues to get a task done,
doing manually what is possible digitally at
little cost to stakeholders, waiting for court in
hearings involving cases that lad in courts
and securing attestations/verifications and
fulfilling legal requirements (agreements on
stamp papers, securing persons to sign as
witness on agreements, notarize the legal
documents)

Objectives of the
Sludge Series
To highlight the sludge involved in different activities.
Induce the concerned agencies to work for reducing sludge
To pin down areas where sludge can be reduced by shortening the process
or reduced through digitization
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Definitions
Opportunity Cost

Agency Time

Overhead Time

Income earned if the time
consumed in this activity is
put on an alternative use. It
is measured by multiplying
total processing time with
the hourly per capita Gross
National Income.

The time consumed by
the
department/agency
concerned in processing
an activity.

Part of the day lost due
to being involved in this
activity for a fraction of the
day.
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Sources of sludge
It takes almost 3 years to seek approval of the CDA for the construction of a high-rise building.

The
The biggest source of sludge comes from the NOC required from Civil Aviation Authority and the
Environmental Protection Agency – the two agencies together take around 1.5 years (9 months
each) to allow construction of a high-rise building. (This sludge can be almost eliminated, in the
manner described below).
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Steps that can be eliminated

The time and money spent on gathering information as to what is he process of getting a
construction permit can be eliminated (for the literate people) if all the required information is
posted on the website in a user-friendly manner – the time spent; in making a trip to the CDA
office, waiting for the concerned official and interacting with the official will be saved – a much
lesser time and cost will be spent in gathering the information from the CDA’s website, if available.

Indemnity Bond
This is an assurance from the applicant that if any loss is caused due to construction to any
public or private property in the neighborhood of construction, then the applicant will make good
the loss of the owner of the said property. This can be made a legally enforceable part of the
application form, through a suitable amendment in the relevant law. No separate indemnity bond
would be required then.

NOC from CAA
The CAA can specify maximum height allowable in specific areas and these can be communicated
to respective Development Authorities like the CDA, responsible for approving the construction
Design. Based on these specifications the CDA may approve the building plan. The CDA and
CAA should be maintaining close liaison for changes in specifications from time to time – The
applicant need not be required to obtain NOC from CAA.

NOC from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The EPA may convey its requirement to the CDA and the CDA may allow construction based on
the said specification. An alternate could be that EPA can station an officer at CDA/establish a cell
at CDA. This cell may process the applications. The applicant should not be required to obtain a
separate NOC from the EPA.

Time and cost-saving due to the digitization
Submission of Application and Documents to CDA
1.

The option of submitting the application online and uploading the documents should be

2.

Applications for NOCs required from Civil Aviation Authority and Environmental Protection

3.

available.

Agency should be allowed online.

The fee payable against the construction permit has to be paid physically at the bank. The
option of paying online should be available.

4. Construction permit when granted has to be collected by the applicant from the CDA. This
can be shared electronically with the applicant.

5. An attested copy of CNIC should not be required – mention of CNIC number in the application
form should be enough. The CDA should have the facility to verify particulars of the applicant
directly from the NADRA’s database.
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Box-1: Obtaining Construction Permit Residential-Washington DC, USA
(6 months)

•

•

Finalize building plan

Apply for Building Permit at Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA).
•

Documents
•

Contractor agreement

•

Pictures

•

Building plan

•

Pay Fee. (Max. $20,000)

•

Application refers to sister agencies

•

Application move to Project Review Committee (PRC).

•

District Department of Transportation (DDoT).

•

Department of Health (DoH).

•

Department of Energy and Environment (DoEE).

•

Department of DC water.

•

Office of Planning.

•

Review received from sister agencies by DCRA

•

Pay remaining fee

•
•

Application Approved
Issue Permit

Color Legend

Full Elimination Possible
Partial Elimination Possible
Digitization Possible
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Table-1: Steps and Time Consumed in Getting Naya Pakistan Housing Scheme Loan
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Table-2: Monetary and Opportunity Cost in Obtaining High-rise Construction Permit CDA
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Notes
The information used in the report has been collected through multiple interactions and in-depth
interviews with stakeholders including concerned; government agencies and private entities.
Applicants were a key informants and were also interviewed in-depth.

Assumptions
1.

Average travel time to any office within Islamabad/Rawalpindi is 45 minutes. Roundtrip takes
90 minutes.

2.

The cost for one way trip is Rs.500/-. This is average fares of Uber/Careem.

3.

Applicant visiting a government agency to meet an official manages to meet the person
during the said visit.

4. Stress level included in the report has been assessed based on (i) effort-level of the applicant
for performing a task (ii) time involved in completion of the step and (iii) how crucial the step
is for completion of the activity and (iv) the probability that the task may not be allowed/
approved by the authority concerned. The entire foregoing assessment is based on in-depth
interview of the applicant
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